Plasma 5.25’s first bugfix release came out a few days ago, and the next one is due early next week. Hopefully most of the bugs you folks found will have been fixed! And among those are few 15-minute bugs too.

Occasionally people ask, ?Jeez, it feels like you guys are fixing bugs all the time? shouldn?t they all be fixed by now? Why is your software so buggy?? Thing is, that?s the nature of software. There are always more bugs to fix, no matter how long you work at it. And the more people who use it, the more bugs they?ll find. This is universal, for every piece of software. The best metric is not really ?number of bugs fixed,? but rather ?egregiousness of bugs fixed.? You want to see that the bugs we fix get weirder and more esoteric over time, which indicates that the basics are becoming more reliable. We?re not all the way there yet, but I believe we are making progress!
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